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Abstract: Value Stream Mapping (VSM) is a popular and easy tool for visualizing production
processes in enterprise. It allows one to eliminate or reduce waste, i.e., activities that do not create
added value for the customer. The versatility of this tool allows it to be used in industry. There
are theoretical, methodological, and practical aspects encountered by practitioners in developing
Value Stream Mapping (VSM) for a specific manufacturing industry, but they are not fully resolved
and require clarification. This paper presents a case study that describes the use of Value Stream
Mapping (VSM) in the production of steel pipes. Relevant data from this process were collected and
analyzed at the start of the project. An initial process was mapped, associated waste was identified,
and then future processes were mapped. The financial results were estimated. Consequently, the
process was improved, and savings were achieved. The article should constitute the basis for further
development of an improvement project for a selected company aimed at improving the areas
identified in a given article.

Keywords: Value Stream Mapping (VSM); production processes; steel pipes

1. Introduction

Value Stream Mapping (VSM) was established in 1980 at a Toyota assembly plant.
After that, Taiichi Ohno and Shigeo Shingo developed a waste visualization tool called
Material and information flow mapping. In 1978, for the first time, Taiichi Ohno presented
the classification of muda, i.e., wastes occurring in an enterprise [1–4]. VSM was created as a
solution to indicate the areas of waste present in the company and help in the development
of possible improvements in order to reduce and eliminate mud [5–8].

Currently, more and more enterprises feel the need to constantly improve the ef-
fects of their activities [9–11]. Improving processes in the enterprise becomes necessary
for a given organization to be able to survive and stay in the market and ensure its
development [12–15]. It is always possible to improve or design a better production sys-
tem than the existing one. Increasingly, companies are opting for a “lean” approach as a
countermeasure to waste elimination. Currently, the Value Stream Mapping (VSM) method
enables continuity in the flow of information and materials in production processes [6–8].
Another important feature of a given tool is its versatility, thanks to which it finds its appli-
cation in many areas where we deal with adding value, especially in the manufacturing
industry [16–19].

The steel products manufacturing sector is one of the largest areas in the global
industry. This sector supplies semi-finished and finished products to almost all sectors of
the industry (automotive, aviation, transport, and machinery), which is why it is closely
related to others. The industry is highly cyclical and dependent on industries such as
automotive, aviation, and construction and energy. In 2016, the global market for metal
products was estimated at EUR 233,5949 billion. In the same year, the metal sector counted
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388,000 business entities. In terms of the number of jobs, the metal industry was second
only to the food industry. World leaders in the steel production market are concentrated in
the countries of Asia, the European Union, the United States, and Russia [20]. The total
production of steel products in selected countries is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Total production of steel products in thousands of tons [20–25].

2009 2010 2011 2012 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Total world 1,238,749 1,433,432 1,538,021 1,560,444 1,650,423 1,671,128 1,621,537 1,629,096 1,732,171 1,816,611
China 577,070 638,743 701,968 731,040 822,000 822,306 803,825 807,609 870,855 928,264
Japan 87,534 109,599 107,601 107,232 110,595 110,666 105,134 104,775 104,661 104,319

United States 59,384 80,495 86,398 88,695 86,878 88,174 78,845 78,475 81,612 86,607
India 63,527 68,976 73,471 77,264 81,299 87,292 89,026 95,477 101,455 109,272

Russia 60,011 66,942 68,852 70,209 69,008 71,461 70,898 70,453 71,491 72,042
South Korea 48,572 58,914 68,519 69,073 66,061 71,543 69,670 68,576 71,030 72,464

Germany 32,670 43,830 44,284 42,661 42,645 42,943 42,676 42,080 43,297 42,435
Brazil 26,506 32,948 35,220 34,524 34,163 33,897 33,258 31,642 34,778 35,407

Turkey 25,304 29,143 34,107 35,885 34,654 34,035 31,517 33,163 37,524 37,312
Italy 19,848 25,750 28,735 27,252 24,093 23,714 22,018 23,373 24,068 24,532
Spain 14,358 16,343 15,504 13,639 14,252 14,249 14,845 13,616 14,441 14,320
France 12,840 15,414 15,780 15,609 15,685 16,143 14,984 14,413 15,505 15,387

Great Britain 10,074 9708 9478 9579 11,858 12,033 10,907 7635 7491 7268
Belarus 2417 2530 2614 2687 2245 2513 2510 2188 2343 2470
Poland 7128 7993 8779 8366 7950 8558 9198 9001 10,332 10,167
Ukraine 29,855 33,432 35,332 32,975 32,771 27,170 22,968 24,218 21,417 21,100

The production of steel pipes is part of the steel products industry. These products
are used especially in the construction, petrochemical, chemical, and automotive sectors,
and in the production of furniture and household appliances. In addition, thanks to the
development of new technologies, it becomes possible to produce new products with
a modified design. The production of steel pipes is characterized by a relatively small
amount of waste that is not recyclable and the need to use machines with a specialized
structure and dimensions, or the technology used in the plant. Production takes place
mainly with the use of electricity [26–28].

The article focuses on the analysis of a company producing precise steel pipes of
various dimensions for upholstered furniture. The trend in the production of upholstered
furniture, especially sofas, is a departure from wooden materials in load-bearing structures
and replacing them with a lighter steel structure. This proves the high probability of an
increase in the demand for steel pipes in the near future. The main problem noticed in the
company is cost increases in the context of changing demand, as long production cycles
are not conducive to profitable production. They increase the frozen capital in the form of
inventories at various stages of production and translate into lower flexibility and efficiency
of the production system. The implementation plan developed using the Value Stream
Mapping (VSM) method in the form of a future state map aims to adapt the production
pace to the customer ordering pace. The paper presents a very practical approach to VSM,
not seen in scientific articles, supported by a detailed analysis of the company and the
production process. We hope that the aspects discussed in the article will serve as help for
the analyzed enterprise and in enterprises with a similar profile in the metal industry.

Value Stream Mapping, like any other method, has its limitations. Getting to know
them allows you to choose the contexts and possibilities of applying the method, and thus
obtain its reliability. An example of such an approach is the analysis conducted by A.J. Dal
Forno, et al. [29]. The authors reviewed the literature on Value Stream Mapping, as a result
of which 57 scientific articles on practical and theoretical considerations about this method
were selected. On this basis, they created a catalog of problems/limitations for the use of
the method, which boils down to three dimensions:
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(a) Process problems (lack of process definition and documentation, company departmen-
tal organizational structure, inadequate layout, unbalanced processes, low integration
of information technology between areas, lack of process stability);

(b) Product problems (lack of continuous flow, inappropriate tools);
(c) People problems (lack of people training, staff turnover). For each group of prob-

lems, guidelines have been developed to reduce the limitations and increase the
effectiveness of VSM.

Appropriate preparation at an early stage of VSM implementation extends the pos-
sibilities of using this method, making it relatively universal and reliable. Examples of
reliability based on the right choice of application context can also be found in the literature
presenting case studies [30].

Research conducted by the authors on the application of VSM in a company producing
gas ball valves confirm the high efficiency of the planning and production process was
obtained thanks to the application of the method in a specific situation. The high effective-
ness of the method is also confirmed by the cases of use in the foundry industry [31] or in
the ceramics industry, described in the literature [32].

The paper is structured as follows: Its first part is an introduction. Section two explains
research methodology. The third part presents the case study. The fourth part presents the
financial analysis. The final part of the work presents the conclusions.

2. Research Methodology
2.1. Value Stream Mapping

The aim of the paper is to use Value Stream Mapping to analyze and improve the
production process of precision steel pipes of various dimensions for upholstered furniture.
These actions are taken to reduce waste and thus increase the quality and efficiency of the
production process. Practical applications of Value Stream Mapping were presented.

Research question formulated in this article are:

• How does Value Stream Mapping help identify areas for improvement in a steel pipe
manufacturing company?

• How can better production results be achieved while maintaining the same human
and time expenditure?

• What are the limitations of Value Stream Mapping application based on the example
of a steel pipe manufacturing company?

• In order to achieve the aim set out in the paper and answer the research question, we
adopted the following research methodology covering:

1. Analysis of the enterprise. This stage provides basic information about the enterprise.
At this stage, consultations with the company’s engineering staff were carried out,
which contributed to a better familiarization with the functioning of the company.

2. Observation of the production process and data collection. The aim of this phase of
the research was to observe the working day, to get acquainted with the stages of
the pipe production process, to collect data, and analyze them. It was the first step
to developing a current state map. The implementation of this stage took place in
August 2020, in the steel pipe production plant. We managed to obtain data on the
number of machines and operators, machine changeover time, number of changes,
production volume, and level of shortages. The following techniques were also used
at this stage:

• A photo of the working day that allowed to determine the working time standard;
• Individual interviews—examination of operators regarding the course of the produc-

tion process at individual work stations;
• Time measurement with a stopwatch—the time of performing individual operations

was measured three times, and then the average was taken, which was used in
the VSM method. In addition, our own measurements of machine changeovers
were also performed; In addition, at this stage, consultations with the company’s
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engineering staff were carried out, which contributed to better familiarization with
the production process.

3. Development of a preliminary map of the present state and a preliminary map of the
future. Based on the information obtained, preliminary maps were worked out and
improvement measures were proposed;

4. Expert consultations with the engineering staff of the enterprise. The consultation
consisting of three sessions contributed to the improvement of the maps developed
at an earlier stage. During the discussion of potential improvements, the suggested
proposals were critically assessed by the engineering staff. The discussion allowed
for the selection of proposed improvements and the definition of the most important
improvements in terms of the cost-effectiveness of the implementation;

5. Development of a map of the present and future state. At this stage, the best so-
lution was found. On the basis of information and data obtained directly in the
production hall and consultations with operators and the company’s engineering
staff, maps of the present and future state have been developed. The developed
maps reflect the paths traveled by information and products through the production
system, taking into account the supplier and the customer. Thanks to the proposed
improvements, waste is eliminated, and the time needed for the product to pass
through the production system is shortened.

2.2. Lean Manufacturing Metrics (KPI’s)

Performance indicators play an important role in the analysis of the value stream.
They are the basis for making decisions about the production system. Their use in VSM is
essential to identify and eliminate activities that do not add value. Research shows that
when developing VSM maps, it is necessary to use measures such as:

• Lead Time is the time a product flows through a value stream or process from start to
finish, that is, from the moment the raw material is delivered to the end customer.

Lead Time = Delivery date − Date o f order

• Value-Added Time (Figure 1) is the duration of operations during which the end
product value is added (Value) for which the customer is willing to pay.
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• Cycle Time—period of time during which the input material goes through all produc-
tion operations and is transformed into a finished product.

Cycle Time = Working period + Break period (1)

The working period includes the duration of technological operations, the duration
of control operations, the duration of maintenance, and the duration of transport. On the
other hand, the break period is defined as all breaks resulting from the organization of
the production process, such as waiting time in warehouses, waiting for the release of a
workstation, and breaks resulting from the organization of the working day, namely shift
breaks, non-working days, and other breaks.
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• Tact Time is the frequency with which a product should be produced in order to meet
customer demand. The tact time can be determined using the formula below:

Tact Time =
Available time

Customer demand
(2)

Additionally, the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) index was calculated. This
indicator was used because it is easy to understand and implement. Additionally, they are
consistent with the goals and procedures of the analyzed enterprise.

3. The Case Study
3.1. Company Analysis

The analyzed enterprise produces precision steel pipes of various dimensions for
upholstered furniture. In 2020, the company produced 10,000 tons of metal products with
a total value of EUR 8 million. Currently, the plant employs 82 people. The production in
the enterprise takes place in a one-shift system and is divided into two lines:

• Metal slitting line cutting line—work takes place 5 days a week, and the shift lasts 8 h
(8:00–16:00); during the shift there are two breaks, one for 30 min and one for 10 min;

• Bending and electric welding line—work takes place 7 days a week, and the shift lasts
12 h (8:00–20:00); there are four breaks during the shift: Two 30-min and two 15-min.

The implementation of such a work system results from the specificity of the operation
of devices installed on the lines. Another reason is that the cutting operation progresses
much faster than in the welding operation.

The raw material for the production of pipes in this plant is cold rolled steel rolls.
The headquarters and warehouses of the main supplier of steel rolls are far away from the
analyzed enterprise. The average time of order fulfillment for a material in a metallurgical
plant is three months. Therefore, the company prepares annual demand forecasts, which
are reviewed every six months. Orders for steel rolls are placed once a month.

The company’s customers place orders for the next month no later than on the 25th of
the previous month. Verification of orders is possible every day. The estimated monthly
demand for the plant’s production is about 700 tons, while deliveries to customers are
made daily by trucks with a capacity of 20 tons

Production orders for individual departments are generated based on the received
customer orders, the level of inter-operational stocks, the level of stocks of finished products,
and the expected level of shortages. The company uses the world-famous concepts of
Kaizen, 7 Strat Sheet, 5S, and others.

3.2. Description of the Production Process

The production process of steel pipes for upholstered furniture consists of seven
stages (Figure 2). The production of steel pipes can be divided into two key stages and
is carried out on two production lines—a metal slitting line and a line for bending and
electric welding of steel pipes.

The raw material in the form of steel rolls with appropriate parameters is transported
to the plant by road transport. The rolls in their original packaging are unloaded using an
overhead crane and then sent to the warehouse.

The process begins on the slitting line of the metal. With the help of an overhead
crane, the right steel roll goes to the place where the packaging is removed. The roll is
then fed onto a line where the metal is cut into strips hereinafter called strips. Finally, the
strip is wound on the shaft to form circles. With the help of an overhead crane, the tied
strip is transported to the inter-operational stock warehouse, where it awaits the next stage
of production.
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Figure 2. Diagram of the production process in the analyzed enterprise.

Then the worker of the bending and electric welding line takes the correct strips using
an overhead crane and feeds it to the double-sided line unwinder. After unfolding the first
strips, the next one is fed.

The first end of the tape roll is combined with the beginning of the second continuous
strips by means of welding machine tungsten electrode in an argon atmosphere. The strip
is then fed to the linear forming section, where it is rolled into a round tube blank by means
of rolls. A continuous pipe blank with unclosed metal edges is fed to the high-frequency
welding section. Thereafter, the blank is compressed by rolls on three sides, followed
by the contact of the molten edges with each other. At this point, it can be concluded
that the pipe is welded. The pipe is then immersed in a bath with a cooling emulsion,
and then directed to the calibration section. The final diameter of the pipe is precisely
shaped in the calibration section. The pipe weld is subjected to an ultrasonic test on a
stand, and the quality of the weld is also checked. The next step is to shape the round
pipe to a specific profile (oval, flat, rectangular, square, and others). The length of the pipe
is measured automatically, and the circular saw cuts the continuous pipe into lengths of
specified dimensions according to the orders.

In the packing section, the pipes are placed manually by the worker. The outer surface
of the pipe is visually inspected. The first tube that goes into the pocket is intended for
testing. The pipes are packed in accordance with the specified quantity, depending on the
customer’s preferences, and as a result, welds are formed. Using an overhead crane, the
seal with the pipes is placed on the stand in an inclined manner to allow the remaining
emulsion to drain from the inside of the pipe. A manufacturer’s label is attached to each
package. In the final step, the finished pack of dried pipes is transported by an overhead
crane to the finished products warehouse.

The photos in Figure 3 show the manufactured products, individual stages of the
production process, and the company’s machine park in order to improve the processes
taking place in the enterprise. The use of photos in the article has been agreed with the
plant management.

3.3. Mapping the Current State in the Steel Pipe Manufacturing System

VSM allows one to identify the root causes of problems that arise along the entire
value chain. It is an analytical tool that cannot actually solve the problem. Therefore, once
problems are identified, it is necessary to use other methods or tools to fix them.

Based on the obtained data, analyses of the entire production process, and consul-
tations with the company’s engineers, a final map of the current state of the steel pipe
manufacturing system was developed and the map legend (Figure 4). The map (Figure 5)
reflects all operations performed in the analyzed enterprise by operators, their duration,
and indicator values. It gave a full picture of the company’s situation at the time of
the research.
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The top part of the map shows the information flows starting from the customer,
through internal company communication and ending with suppliers. The material flow is
visualized in the lower part. Below it there are tables with individual indicators, where:

• C/T is the operation time;
• C/O—changeover time;
• D—availability in percent, taking into account retooling;
• Ds—available time.

Value-Added Time is just 100 min. The total order fulfillment time is 35 days. After
conversion, it gives a 0.002% share of Value-Added Time in Lead Time. This means that
practically the entire production time of products is Non-Value-Added Time. In Figure 4,
all activities are divided into three groups:

• Non-value Added—observed activities that do not create added value of the product,
such as idleness, conversation between operators on the slitting line;

• Necessary Non-Value Added—activities that do not directly create added value, but
are necessary from the point of view of the continuity of the production process,
such as checking the width of a steel roll, entering data into the workflow report,
segregating the generated waste or cleaning;

• Value Added—activities that add value to the final product, which contribute to its
direct transformation and give it features for which the customer is potentially willing
to pay, for example fixing the roll on the decoiler, marking each roll of stripper, setting
the production line, etc.
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Figure 6 reflects the time distribution into value adding activities and redundant for
the slitting line. We chose this line as an example because it is not fully automated (like a
welding line), so we have more to do with Non-Value-Added activities, for example it has
manual retooling by operators.
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Table 2 presents the collected data and the described metrics regarding the initial state
of the analyzed process.

Table 2. Data from the initial state of the production process.

Lean Metrics—Initial State Cutting Line Welding Line

Number of Operators 2 4
Cycle Time 50 min 15 min

Operation Time 20 min 10 min
Value Added Time + Necessary

Non-value added time 30.5 min 95% = 13.75 min

The longitudinal cut line has been included in the critical areas. It was taken into
account due to the large number of NVA activities that have a negative impact on the
production process. This fact is due to the greater proportion of operators’ manual labor
required to unload and load the rolls onto the line, more frequent changeovers, and the
waiting time for the machine to finish. The various activities of the NVA prove that the line
work is poorly organized, and the working time fund of the line workers is not fully used.

During the observation of the working day, some imperfections were detected in the
first seconds of the retooling operation. The essence of the retooling operation is the correct
replacement of knives and spacing and mounting them on the shaft in order to achieve
the desired cutting parameters. The operation of preparing the line for the production of
piping with the desired parameters is performed manually in a manner where an employee
at a height of 1.5–2 m replaces the necessary parts. Under current conditions, the average
time of line changeover is about 60–80 min. The average weight of one knife is about
10 kg. Visually, it was possible to assess the low comfort of work by an employee at height
and a fairly high degree of accident probability. The observed situation provoked the
willingness to propose possible changes in the line retooling operation in order to improve
the efficiency of work at a given position.
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3.4. Future State Map and Proposed Improvements

The constructed map of the current state allows for the identification of problem areas.
In the chapter below, we will propose a map of the future state with marked areas for
improvement and improvement actions under the KAIZEN philosophy. As part of the
development of the future state map, the authors decided to focus on those production
areas of the enterprise in which the greatest number of Non-Value-Added activities occur.

The specificity of the steel pipe manufacturing technology is determined by the layout
shown in the drawing (Figure 7) below the workstations and their location in the production
hall. Production takes place on two production lines, which are connected by a supermarket
to store Work-in-Progress (WIP) inter-operational stocks.

The finished goods warehouse is located at the end of the production chain. Any
attempts to reorganize the physical flow of materials and products are not appropriate due
to the design and size of the devices and the technology used in the plant.
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Figure 7. Layout of workstations in the analyzed enterprise (1. Production line of welded steel pipes
(MTM—Tube Mills Machinery); 2. Lines for slitting the tapes; 3. Area for unpacking steel strip rolls;
4. Place of storage of steel strip rolls; 5. Raw materials unloading area; 6. The zone for loading
finished products; 7. Warehouse of finished products; 8. Radio-controlled crane; 9. Waste containers
(generated when removing the packaging); 10. Racks for storing cut strips circles; 11. Railway tracks;
12. Metal waste containers).

In addition, most of the articles in the literature focus on the study of Lean Manufac-
turing elements, such as the implementation of continuous flows, the use of supermarkets,
Kanban cards (finding the optimal number of cards), push and pull production systems,
production leveling and differentiation, indicating the process stimulating the work of the
whole, etc. In contrast, other elements of Lean Manufacturing, such as multi-shop work,
reduction of production cycle time, and process improvements, etc., have not received
sufficient attention. This article aims to focus on areas for improvement of individual
operations along the value chain, reducing losses occurring in separate processes and
increasing the efficiency of employees working time in these positions, which in turn leads
to an increase in the efficiency ratio of the entire organization.

3.4.1. Future State Map

The developed map of the future state (Figure 8) reflects the map of the current state
with problem areas marked in the form of clouds. A longitudinal cut line has been included
in such areas. The slitting line was taken into account because of the large amount of
NVA activities with the aim of reducing the amount of non-value adding activities, and
also because of the long duration of the operation to possibly reduce this time. After
presenting the map of the future, descriptions of individual improvements in selected areas
were placed.
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3.4.2. Kaizen 1—An Improvement under SMED

During one work shift, the average number of rolls of steel cut is about six pieces.
This means that in one shift, line operators perform six cutting cycles. The essence of the
retooling operation is the correct replacement of knives and spacing and mounting them on
the shaft in order to achieve the desired cutting parameters. The operation of retooling the
strips production line with the desired parameters is performed manually. An employee at
a height of 1.5–2 m changes the knives and adjusts the spacing between them depending
on the decent dimensions of the strip. It is associated with low work comfort and a fairly
high probability of an accident. The average weight of one knife is approximately 10 kg.
Currently, the total time for line retooling is approximately 2 h during one shift.

In addition, operators have an average of 15 to 25 min of waiting time per cutting
cycle to wait for the machine to finish, which is approximately 120–140 min of inefficient
working time per shift for each operator.

The longest-running operation of the line is the cutting operation. The average time
for this operation is about 20 min depending on the length of the raw material of the
steel roll without the direct involvement of the line operators, except for the initial visual
inspection of the correctness of the operation. For one employee, the total Non-Value
Added (including activities necessary in the process) in the total working time is about 61%,
while the share of value added activities is 39% (Value Added) from the total operating
time of the cutting line. Analyzing the structure of the second employee’s working time on
the metal cutting line, it is possible to notice a higher percentage of unnecessary activities
caused by the longer total waiting time for the machine to work and at the end of the
previous operation. On the one hand, too high a percentage of unnecessary activities
proves a positive organization of the production process, because they do not result from
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the occurrence of disturbances or failures or the lack of necessary tools or details. On the
other hand, there is a fairly high level of non-utilization of the line operators’ working time,
resulting in a high labor cost.

The idea to improve the operation is to purchase an additional replaceable part of the
cutting line (more precisely, an additional pair of metal cutting knives and a shaft to which
the knives are attached), on which the changeover takes place. By purchasing an additional
part, the retooling operation would take place as follows:

A pair of knives is mounted on a special rack with an overhead crane, where it is
changed over.

After finishing the cycle of cutting metal on strips of the previous dimensions, the
part of the line is disassembled, and in its place, with the help of a crane, the appropriate,
already converted part is installed.

The cost of the investment is estimated at around EUR 40,000. Under current con-
ditions, the line retooling time, with two employees, is an average of 120 min per shift.
During one work shift, operators should change the line at least twice.

For a better understanding of the proposed solution, below we would like to present
a potential scenario for the organization of retooling on a given line.

Now, when they come to work, the operators start retooling by replacing the knives
on the line shaft and carrying out this work at a height of 1.5–2 m, which takes an average
hour (no steel roll is cut during this time). After retooling, they begin the cutting cycle of
steel rolls. In the cutting cycle, the machine time is about 20–25 min, as the employees
are not busy with any work during this time. After cutting on three steel rolls, operators
should replace the knives again, stopping the line and retooling for an hour.

The proposed purchase of a spare part will allow employees to be busy with work
during forced idleness and will eliminate an hour-long break in the line’s operation in the
middle of the day. It is impossible to avoid the loss of the first hour of work, while later
(when cutting the “first” three steel rolls) employees will be able to install new knives on a
replaceable shaft, taking advantage of the interruptions resulting from waiting for the end
of the machine’s operation. Once they have finished cutting on three steel rolls, one only
needs to change the shafts with an overhead crane. The only condition for the profitability
of the above solution is the optimal planning of the work task in advance, so that the line
cuts at least three rolls of steel on one changeover.

In the case of the above solution, the waiting time for the completion of the cutting
by the machine will be effectively used by the operators to retool the free replaceable part
to the next parameters included in the working task. The introduction of the solution
will result in a reduction of the changeover time to 1 h per shift, which has been included
in the future state map. As a result, the next required retooling will coincide with the
machine time and will allow 1 h to be released per shift, during which the next cutting
cycle can be performed. Thanks to this change in the organization of the line operation,
while maintaining the same human and time expenditure, the production system is able to
process one more roll of steel compared to the current state, which means an increase in
line productivity by 17%.

In addition, this solution translates into an increase in the comfort of operators’ work
during the set-up operation. Working at height is completely eliminated, which also
reduces the risk of an accident at work.

3.4.3. Kaizen 2—Streamlining the Packing Operation on the Slitting Line

The operation of packing each coil of already cut strips is characterized by the highest
repetition frequency. Two workers are always involved in it, working in tandem. The
packing of strips coils consists of several parts. First, a packing machine is taken into which
a reinforced polypropylene tape is inserted. Then the strips hanging on the winder are
tied one by one with tape. The average time to perform this operation on one piece of
strips is 28 s. On average, there are about 10 cut strips on the coiler, which equals 280 s
to complete the packing operation. Separate packing of the individual strips is required
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to prevent it from unrolling during transportation later in the manufacturing process. At
the next stage of production, i.e., during cutting, the coils taken from the inter-operational
stock warehouse go to the steel pipe production line, where they are unpacked, i.e., the
tape is removed. Reusing the tape is not possible due to the insufficient length of the tip
(it prevents reinserting the tape into the packing machine). Typically, the worker who
performs the packing operations leaves tips about 5–6 cm long. Within a month, the waste
from polypropylene tape is about 80 kg.

The main goal of streamlining the packaging operation of strips is to shorten the
time of this operation and reduce waste. When analyzing solutions in companies with a
similar nature of production, it was decided to use a reinforced aluminum tape instead of a
polypropylene tape. When choosing a tape, we were guided by its strength level.

Thanks to this solution, the operation time will be reduced to 5 s for packing one strip,
which would consequently lead to a reduction of about 25% of the packing time during
one cutting cycle of a steel roll. Moreover, the waste of adhesive tape in this case would
constitute a much smaller amount than in the case of polypropylene tape.

Performing a verification test on a strip with a fairly large thickness of 2 mm showed
that the given solution is unacceptable to the production reality. Therefore, it was necessary
to find a new improvement proposal.

Another suggestion is to reuse the polypropylene tape by planned plugging of the
larger ends with a length of 20 cm. Thanks to this solution, the polypropylene tape can be
used at least the second time.

Re-performance of the verification test confirmed the usefulness of this solution.
The proposed solution does not reduce the time needed to complete the packaging

operation but has a large impact on financial and environmental issues. As a positive
effect, after implementing the above solution, we assume that the cost of packaging will
decrease by about 1.5 (one and a half) times. When leaving longer ends of the packaging
material, it becomes possible to reuse it, and the positive effect estimated by us has been
reduced by the probability index of the risk of wear of the belt strength parameters, which
is the main disadvantage of this solution. Another positive effect of the above solution
from the ecological point of view is the lower demand for the tape during the month. As
already mentioned above, the monthly waste of the tape is about 80 kg and is not suitable
for recycling.

As the assumed positive effect when implementing the above solution, the cost of
packaging will be reduced by one and a half times. The risk of wear of the belt’s strength
parameters is the main disadvantage of this solution.

4. Financial and Effectiveness Analysis of the Proposed Solutions
4.1. Purchase of a Replaceable Section of the Line on Which Retooling Takes Place

Before the proposed improvement, the line retooling time is 60 min and does not
coincide with the machine time. Two employees are involved in retooling. During one
shift, the operators are to change the line twice. The proposed solution consists of using
the working time of the operators during the break, resulting from waiting for the end of
the machine’s operation, to change over the free replaceable part.

During one cycle, the waiting time for the completion of the cutting of the roll by the
machine is from 14 to 19 min, which during one shift is about 50–70 min of inefficiently
used working time for each operator. In addition, this solution translates into an increase
in the comfort of operators during the set-up operation, as work at height is completely
eliminated, which is associated with a high risk of an accident at work. Taking into account
the fact that the cutting cycle of one roll is from 50 to 60 min, the calculations show that
with the same human and time expenditure, the company is able to produce one more roll
during one shift. In its order, the productivity of the line will increase by 17% compared to
the current situation.
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The investment cost is approximately EUR 40,000.
The cost of producing a cut roll of steel includes labor, material, and energy costs. We

assume that the line operator gets a salary of EUR 15 per hour. Taking into account that
the production line is operated by two people per shift and one month, the labor cost is
EUR 4800. Additionally, the cost of one roll of material is EUR 2300. The average number
of skew rolls cut in one shift is 6. We assume that energy costs are constant in both cases
and amount to EUR 3000 per month.

Based on the data obtained from the company, a financial analysis was carried out
before and after the implementation of the improvements (Table 3).

Before the improvement:
The cost of producing cut skew rolls per month is:

TC = R + M·N + E

TC = 4800 EUR + 13,800 EUR·20 Shi f ts + 3000 EUR = 283,800 EUR

K =
283,800 EUR

120 Rolls
= 2365 EUR

After implementing the improvement:
The cost of producing cut skew rolls per month is:

TC = R + M·N + E

TC = 4800 EUR + 16,100 EUR ∗ 20 Shi f ts + 3000 EUR = 329,800 EUR

K =
329,800 EUR

140 Rolls
= 2356 EUR

where:

Tc—cost of producing cut skew rolls per month;
R—the cost of labor;
M—the cost of steel rolls;
Nr—number of steel rolls (daily);
E—energy cost;
N—number of shifts in a month;
Nm—the number of rolls produced during the month;
K—unit cost.

Table 3. Situation before and after the implementation of the improvement.

Before Implementing an Improvement After Implementing an Improvement

R 4800 EUR 4800 EUR

Nr 6 7 (improvement allows you to cut one
additional roll)

M 13,800 EUR 16,100 EUR
N 20 shifts 20 shifts
E 3000 EUR 3000 EUR
Tc 283,800 EUR 329,800 EUR

Nm 120 rolls 140 rolls
K 2365 EUR 2356 EUR

Annual difference 15,120 EUR

The profit resulting from the difference in unit costs amounts to EUR 9, calculated per
year and amounts to:

9 EUR × 7 Rolls × 20 Shi f ts × 12 Months = 15,120 EUR (3)
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According to the above calculations, the realized investment would pay off in less
than 32 months, i.e., a little longer than 2.5 years. Nevertheless, we are increasing the
production level by one roll per day, which means increasing the production of steel pipes
from an additional 20 steel rolls. The company’s production demand is characterized by a
small but steady growth, so we assume that through the presented solution it will achieve
higher revenues.

4.2. The Use of Polypropylene Tape for Packaging

Within a month, the company uses about 4000–5000 m of polypropylene tape. The
cost of purchasing 1000 m of tape is about EUR 300, so you can see that the maximum cost
of a package is EUR 1500 within a month. About 4 m of tape are needed to pack one roll
of strips, but so far, the worker used to leave tips about 10 cm long. It follows that before
the improvement, about 1224 strips are packed within a month (each steel roll is cut into
10 strips) and the cost of packing 10 strips is EUR 12.5.

After improving the packaging of 1224 strips rolls, we will need 242 m more tape than
before, while due to reuse, the amount of tape used is spread over two months, and the
cost of packing one roll will be about EUR 6.55. The calculations show that the cost of
packaging material per month will decrease by 1.9 times.

Based on the data obtained from the company, a financial analysis was carried out
before and after the implementation of the improvements (Table 4).

Table 4. Situation before and after the implementation of the improvement.

Before Implementing an Improvement After Implementing an Improvement

Amount of polypropylene tape
used (per month) 5000 m 2621 m

Total cost of purchasing the tape
(per month) 1500 EUR 786 EUR

Unit cost of packing one steel roll 12.5 EUR 65.5 EUR
Cost of the annual purchase of

polypropylene tape 18,000 EUR 9432 EUR

Annual difference 8568 EUR

4.3. Purchase of a Replaceable Section of the Line on Which Retooling Takes Place

The table below (Table 5) shows the changes of individual Lean indicators before
and after the introduced improvement under the SMED (marked as Kaizen 1) on the
longitudinal cut line. The improvement marked as Kaizen 2 does not translate into a change
in any production parameters, as it consists of reducing the amount of waste, therefore
it has not been included in the table below. Data such as the number of operators, the
duration of the production cycle (Cycle Time), and the duration of the operation (Operation
Time) have not changed, while the values of the changeover time of the longitudinal cutting
line have changed. Before the improvement, the line changeover time was 2 h per shift
(retooling was carried out twice during a shift), but after the improvement, it was possible
to achieve the result of 1 h changeover during the shift.

Table 5. Situation before and after the implementation of the improvement.

Lean Metrics
Before Implementing an Improvement After Implementing an Improvement

Cutting Line Welding Line Cutting Line Welding Line

Number of Operators 2 4 2 4
Cycle Time 50 min 15 min 50 min 15 min

Operation Time 20 min 10 min 20 min 10 min
Changeover Time (per shift) 2 h 2 h 1 h 2 h

Value Added Time + Necessary
Non-value added time 61% = 30.5 min 95% = 13.75 min 80% = 40 min 95% = 13.75 min
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As a result of the change in Changeover Time, the percentage of Value-Added Time
and the time needed to make a product increased significantly by almost 20%. After
the improvement, the effective time of employees increased to 40 min while cutting one
steel roll.

The table below (Table 6) shows the calculation of the Overall Equipment Effectiveness
(OEE) of the slitting line. The OEE indicator was selected as one of the key indicators to
evaluate the proposed Kaizen 1 improvement. As we can see below, the time of unplanned
breaks has significantly decreased due to the reduction of setup and adjustment times. This
contributed to the increase in the availability index by 13.63%. It is worth noting that we
consider the ideal case without identifying possible failures and other downtimes, because
the company did not provide similar data. The quality index remained at the same level
and the utilization rate slightly decreased.

Table 6. Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)—calculations.

Lean Metrics—Initial State Before Implementing
an Improvement

After Implementing
an Improvement

Availability Minutes Minutes

A. Total working time 2400 2400
B. Planned breaks (breaks, planned inspections) 200 200
C. Planned production time (C = A − B) 2200 2200
D. Unplanned interruptions (D = E + F + G) including: 600 300
E. Breakdowns 0 0
F. Settings and adjustments 600 300
G. Other 0 0
H. Operating time (H = C − D) 1600 1900
I. Availability (I = H/C·100) 72.73% 86.36%

Performance

J. Produced details (good and bad) 30 pieces 35 pieces
K. Cycle time 50 min 50 min
L. Average cycle time (L = H/J) achieved 53.33 min 54.29 min
M. Performance (M = ((J·K)/H)·100) 93.75% 92.12%

Quality

N. Number of defectives 1 piece 0 piece
O. Quality (O = (J − N)/J·100) 96.67% 100%

Overall Equipment Effectiveness

P. OEE (P = I·M·O) 65.91% 79.55%

The total result of OEE calculations after the improvement was 79.55%, which is an
11% increase compared to the state before the improvement. It should be noted, however,
that in practice, most processes are not fully automated and employee productivity also
plays an important role in determining production efficiency. In the case of machines
working independently, where the role of the operator is limited to setting, switching
on, and changing the OEE machine, it may also turn out to be an insufficient measure
of the effectiveness of the process, which is why the indicators of time use by operators
in the form of Value-Added and Necessary Non-value-Added were also referred to at
the beginning.

This indicator showed an additional feature of the analyzed production system, which
is high quality. In the case of the analyzed cycle, before the improvement, only one product
did not meet the quality standards. After the improvement, it was possible to reduce it.
Nevertheless, the annual shortage rate for 2020 was 2%, which is considered low.
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5. Conclusions

The aim of the above paper was to present the Value Stream Mapping method as part
of the analysis and finding appropriate improvements in the processes taking place in the
company producing precise steel pipes of various dimensions for upholstered furniture.
The implementation of the VSM tool in the Lean Manufacturing area was aimed at reducing
waste, and thus increasing the quality and efficiency of the production process. The first
stage was collecting and analyzing data on the processes taking place in the enterprise
and their interactions. The information obtained was used as a basis for defining the
current state, as well as for identifying critical points. The next step was to propose a map
representing the future state of the system. Additionally, a basic financial analysis of the
investment profitability was carried out, highlighting the gains resulting from the proposed
improvements. Two solutions were highlighted, each of which was adopted by the plant
management next year. As a result of the above improvements, productivity rates on the
slitting line can improve by 17%, and the amount of polypropylene tape waste should
be reduced by 1.7 times compared to the current state. It is also important to emphasize
the fact that the comfort and safety of operators should be significantly improved when
purchasing a spare part for the slitting line.

In addition to visualizing the entire production process using the current and future
state maps, we also marked the change in the Availability index, which we define as the
ratio of the scheduled time to the task completion time, on the slitting line from 67% to
79%, which does not directly affect the length of the production cycle but testifies to the
transformation of the Non-value-Added time into the Necessary Non-value-Added time of
the operators in a given position.

Among the possible disadvantages of using the VSM method, it is worth mentioning
its static nature, which means that the method can capture the state of the production hall
as a snapshot only at a specific moment. For example, on the day of the current VSM
map, production may be running smoothly, but the very next day there may be machine
breakdowns or delays in deliveries, so any next VSM map may vary significantly. To
overcome this problem, it has been suggested in the research world to use simulation
models together with the VSM tool to more effectively define the current and future state
of the organization.

Nevertheless, the essence of applying the VSM method is the need for a comprehensive
look at the production system, because even minor changes in the system can radically
change the effects of these processes.

The directions of further work will include the implementation of new tools that
will allow the improvement of the production process in the analyzed enterprise. Partic-
ular emphasis will be placed on issues related to environmental protection and rational
management of the company’s resources.
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